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Want more on-line access? 

Looking for tasty recipes, 
fun projects, and helpful 
how-to tips? 

Request service for 
your CUTCO 
products at 

http://www.mycutcorep.co
m/JoshMueller/contactme/!

Service  

 

Contents: 

They are so good, 
you won’t even care 
that you are eating 
healthy! 

Recipes: 

more on 2 

How-To CUTCO 

Tips to make your 
time in the kitchen 
easier and more fun 
for you and your 
family. 

Make a great gift for 
anyone who likes 
cake.  A huge benefit 
– it stays good longer 
than cake usually 
does. 

A fun project 

Look no further. 

To browse products, read customer reviews, watch 
how-to videos, or place orders, visit 
www.SharpJosh.com.   

For more helpful videos and tips, visit 
www.YourKnifeGuy.com 

Tips & Ideas from  
       CUTCO Josh 

Recipe on Pg 2 
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Carrot Slaw 
(Gluten Free, Dairy Free, Vegetarian) 

Ingredients: 
*6 carrots, peeled, then continue to peel into slices 
*1/4 head of cabbage chopped 
*1/2 cup walnuts chopped into pieces (or cashews or pecans) 
*1/2 cup raisins 
*1/4 cup sunflower seeds (or sesame seeds) 
*1/3 cup of veganaise  (more or less as needed to make it as 
'dressed' as you'd like – with any salad dressing you really enjoy. 
*juice of one lemon 
*salt and pepper 
 
Directions: mix the veganaise and lemon juice together, then 
add to the bowl of everything else.  Mix & Serve. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ga7YqFsn4Eo&feature=youtu.be 

Click the link below to see a fun project video.   

I used it to send treats to troops overseas.  You can 
do the same or create fun gifts for anyone who 
likes cake.  One of the benefits – they stay good 
longer than usual. * If the link doesn’t work, just copy and 
paste it into the URL. 

Ingredients*:**

1*cup*almond*butter**
¼*cup*raw*honey**
2*teaspoons*lemon*extract**
1/2*teaspoon*salt**
2*teaspoon*husks*removed,*
seeds*ground*cardamom*
powder**
½*teaspoon*lemon*zest**
3*cups*almond*flour**
1/2*cup*dried*cranberries*
or*cherries**
Dry*coconut*(fine*shred)*
for*rolling*

Instructions*Stir*almond*
butter,*honey,*extract,*
cardamom,*zest*and*
salt.*Chop*dried*fruit*
roughly.*Add*almond*flour*
&*dried*fruit.*Using*a*
teaspoon,*form*biteLsized*
balls;*roll*between*the*
palms.*Double*the*amount*
for*larger*balls*Dust*each*
ball*lightly*in*fine*dry*
coconut.*Chill,*if*needed,*to*
keep*the*balls*firm.*

LRecipe*from*Healthy*Laddu*

Almond Cardamom 
Treats 
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Top 5 Ways To Keep Your Knives Sharp 
+ 

The main purpose of a knife is to CUT.  Sure they can add to the décor of a kitchen, but if they don’t do 
their job well, they are pointless and more dangerous.  Since keeping them performing their best makes 
our prepping and cooking jobs easier for us, keeping them sharp is ideal. 

1. Store them somewhere they will not bang into each other or other utensils.  Not only could that 
damage what they are banging in to, it can dull the knife edges. 
 

2. Washing without banging.  This is similar to point #1.  Lay them in the top rack of the dishwasher 
and put bowls or glasses on top of them.  This will help them stay in place and not bang around 
while the machine runs.  If washing by hand, I’d recommend not throwing them in a sink with a lot 
of other things (for both your safety and theirs).  They are so easy to clean, simply rinsing, wiping 
with a soapy cloth or sponge, and rinsing again is adequate. 

 

3. Use the proper tool for the job.  If you use a paring knife (for example) to cut everything, that one 
knife will dull quickly.  If you spread the use among all of your knives, they each stay sharp 
longer.  Also, using knives for jobs they aren’t designed for puts unnecessary strain on that blade.  
For example, using a thin chopping knife for bones can dull or break the blade. 

 

4. Soft plastic cutting boards.  The cutting surface is what dulls blades – more so than the food being 
cut.  Cutting on glass, marble, ceramic or similar is promoted as sanitary but is also very hard on 
blades.  The hardest woods can have similar effects.  A softer wood (though not as sanitary, 
because once cut, juices can be absorbed further into the wood) is a good choice as long as you 
take important precautions.  A hard plastic can even be hard on the edges.  My top choice is a 
soft plastic like polypropylene.  It gives away enough so your edges won’t dull quickly, it 
is plastic so it won’t absorb, and it’s easy to clean by scrubbing or throwing in the 
dishwasher. 

 

5. Straight edge sharpener.  Touching up your straight edges with a sharpener will help keep them 
working nicely.  How often you need to do it depends on how often you use them, how you use 
them, and the level of quality of the knives.  CUTCO’s steel is high quality and tempered for edge 
retention, so running them through a sharpener 2-3 times a year should be enough.  Since it is 
based on individual use, though, just remember that anytime you feel they are not cutting as well 
as they once did, that is a good time to use your sharpener. 


